Background {#Sec1}
==========

Walking has traditionally been considered an automatic process controlled by the subcortical and spinal regions \[[@CR1]\]. However, recent research based on dual-tasking paradigms (i.e., walking and talking) has established that higher cortical regions are required for walking. For example, when walking and talking, gait rhythmicity and automaticity decrease based on decrements in gait parameters such as reduced gait speed and stride length when compared with walking alone \[[@CR1]--[@CR4]\]. These dual-task-related impairments on gait parameters have been correlated with an increased risk of falls \[[@CR1], [@CR5]--[@CR7]\] and have been well established in healthy older adults (HOA) \[[@CR4], [@CR8], [@CR9]\] and in adults with neurological conditions such as multiple sclerosis (MS) \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. Furthermore, when compared to healthy controls, individuals with MS have greater balance impairments \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\] which can translate to a greater risk of falls. Falls are the leading cause of injury and hospitalization, which in turn decrease quality of life and are associated with high medical costs \[[@CR15]--[@CR17]\]. Thus, it is essential to examine how to improve dual-task performance and decrease the risk of falls for improving quality of life in HOA and in individuals with MS.

Partial body weight support (PBWS) treadmill training has traditionally been used as an intervention tool for gait rehabilitation purposes in clinical populations such as older adults \[[@CR18]\], stroke, \[[@CR19]--[@CR22]\], Parkinson's disease \[[@CR23]\], and spinal cord injury \[[@CR24]\]. Many benefits of using PBWS have been found such as improving walking parameters (i.e., increased stride length, walking time, and gait speed and improvements in gait symmetry), decreasing the risk of falls, \[[@CR23], [@CR25]\], and promoting confidence \[[@CR26]\]. Furthermore, a systematic review established that the use of PBWS leads to improvements in gait speed and distance in individuals with MS \[[@CR27]\]. However, it is important to note that these benefits were observed after intervention durations ranging between 4 and 7 weeks. In individuals with and without MS, the inability to effectively divide attentional resources for both the motor and cognitive tasks can lead to the decreased walking speeds observed while dual-tasking \[[@CR1], [@CR28]--[@CR30]\]. Theoretically, because of the harness support under PBWS, the postural demands of walking are reduced which can lead to reductions in the amount of attentional demands required for dual-tasking. However, the effects of a single session of PBWS on dual-tasking in HOA and MS, crucial for establishing a baseline understanding of the changes in attentional demands that can occur, has not been examined.

Using neuroimaging techniques such as functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), studies have established that the prefrontal cortex (PFC), in particular, is responsible for overseeing and coordinating attentional resources while dual-tasking \[[@CR31]--[@CR35]\]. With cognitive function declines, there are age-related activation changes in the PFC that are associated with executive dysfunction and fall risk \[[@CR36]--[@CR39]\]. Furthermore, research has examined the effects of dual-tasking on the PFC activation patterns in older adults. Higher concentrations of oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO~2~) (i.e., increased PFC activation) have been reported during the dual-task or more difficult cognitive task when compared to the single task or easier cognitive task in older adults with Mild Cognitive Impairment \[[@CR40]\] and in HOA when compared to younger healthy counterparts \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\]. Furthermore, in a study published by Hernandez et al. (2016), individuals with MS exhibited greater oxygenation levels while they took part in a dual task during over ground walking when compared to healthy controls. However, the effect of dual-tasking on PFC oxygenation levels in older adults with and without MS while walking on a self-paced treadmill under PBWS, important for providing insight into potential mechanisms underlying dual-tasking improvements under PBWS, has not been examined. Thus, a study examining the impact of a single session of PBWS on attentional demands provides future researchers and clinicians with insight crucial for furthering the development of interventions using PBWS treadmill training in persons with MS.

The present study aims to 1) better understand how PFC activation patterns differ between MS and HOA in a single session of PBWS and 2) to validate prior findings of PFC activation changes in MS and HOA on self-paced treadmill walking using fNIRS. To our knowledge, this study is the first to examine changes in PFC activation levels due to PBWS using fNIRS. In this study, we hypothesized that changes in PFC activation levels would be detected in a single session of PBWS, when compared to no body weight support (NBWS), in HOA and MS, particularly during dual-task conditions. These findings would provide clinicians and rehabilitation specialists insight on the attentional demands required for dual-tasking in older adults with MS and on the impact of the one-time use of PBWS on dual-tasking. As benefits that are observed over a one-time session of dual-tasking under PBWS would be expected to be further enhanced after an intervention program, this study provides potential measures for future intervention programs using dual-task training under PBWS conditions.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Participants {#Sec3}
------------

Ten community dwelling older adults with MS (mean 56.2 ± 5.1 yrs.; range: 49--62 yrs., 8 females; higher education level: 3.9 ± 2.9 yrs) and 12 HOA (mean 63.1 ± 4.4 yrs.; range: 53--68 yrs., 9 females; higher education level: 4.9 ± 3.1 yrs) were recruited from the surrounding community to participate in the study. Subjects were included in the study if they had no lower limb injury in the past 6 months and were medically stable, had normal or corrected to normal vision, and were over 45 years of age. Subjects were excluded if they had any cognitive dysfunction, any neurological disorders other than MS, or a relapse within the last 30 days for the MS group. All participants with MS had mild to moderate disability, as evaluated by the Kurtzke Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) \[[@CR43]\]. Overall eligibility to participate in the study was established through a health screening and a score above 18 on the Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status (TICS-M) \[[@CR44]\]. All participants were informed about the study and signed informed consent forms approved by a university-based institutional review board before data collection.

Procedure {#Sec4}
---------

A three-meter self-paced treadmill (C-Mill, Motekforce Link, Culemborg, The Netherlands) was utilized for all walking conditions. For safety purposes, all participants wore a harness during all walking conditions (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Spatiotemporal gait characteristics such as step length, stride length (SL), stride time (ST), and stride frequency (SF) were recorded by the CueFors 2 software and used to calculate average treadmill gait speed (GS) (Motekforce Link, Culemborg, The Netherlands). Because of the unique self-paced feature of the C-Mill, participants were given instruction on the ability of the treadmill to adjust to their comfortable speed and began with an acclimation trial to adjust to walking on the treadmill and the body weight support system, before testing began.Fig. 1Experimental setup

Participants performed the dual-task paradigm while wearing an fNIRS headband under two different conditions: one with NBWS and the other with PBWS. The amount of body weight support provided for each participant during the PBWS conditions was defined as 30% of their weight \[[@CR45]\]. All participants experienced the dual-task paradigm under NBWS condition first, followed by the PBWS condition (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The dual-task paradigm consisted of one trial of each of the following counterbalanced conditions: walking (W) and walking and talking (WT). For the WT condition, participants were asked to recite alternating letters of the alphabet \[[@CR9]\]. To compare this dual-task condition to a cognitive single task condition, participants were asked to recite alternate letters of the alphabet while standing still (Talking). For each cognitive trial, participants were given different and randomized letters to start the alphabet recitation. A research assistant recorded the amount of utterances to calculate the utterance rate (number of correct utterances divided by the trial time). Each walking trial consisted of a 30 s warmup period to reach a comfortable self-paced speed, followed by a 30 s period used for testing, and a 15 s period to decelerate. There was a 10 s baseline before each condition, which consisted of the participant standing still and counting silently in their head \[[@CR46]\]. Participants were measured for weight and height and completed further demographic questionnaires. Weight and height were later used to calculate body mass index (%- BMI).Fig. 2Protocol diagram

fNIRS assessment {#Sec5}
----------------

The fNIR sensor headband (fNIR Imager 1000, fNIR Devices LLC, Potomac, MD) was used to collect hemodynamic activity in the PFC. The headband consisted of 10 photodetectors and 4 LED light sources with a 2.5 cm source-detector separation distance that provided coverage of the forehead with 16 optodes and a 2 Hz sampling rate. The center of the headband sensor was placed on the central point of the forehead above the nasion (Fpz); in accordance with the 10/20 system used in electroencephalography. HbO~2~ levels were used for this study because of its reliability established for being a direct reflection of cortical activation and the most reliable for measuring gait-related changes in cerebral oxygenation \[[@CR40], [@CR47]--[@CR49]\]. The task-related changes were measured by averaging the HbO~2~ during the walking and comparing it to baseline values under each condition \[[@CR42]\]. A software package (E-prime, Psychology Software Tools, Inc., U.S.A.) was used to synchronize the start and end of each walking trial and cognitive task with the fNIRS system \[[@CR50]\].

Cognition and physical function {#Sec6}
-------------------------------

The following measures were used in this study to account for potential confounding factors. The Repeated Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status (RBANS) was implemented to assess cognitive function \[[@CR51]\] and the Short Physical Performance Battery (SPPB) to assess physical function \[[@CR52]\]. For these tests, higher scores indicated higher cognitive and physical function, respectively. To capture an additional measure of physical function, over ground gait speed (m/s) was measured. Participants were asked to walk 3 loops at a comfortable pace on a walkway until instructed to stop. As described in prior studies \[[@CR46], [@CR53], [@CR54]\], a research assistant followed closely behind each participant during the 3 loops with a measuring wheel (Stanley MW50, New Briton, CT) to accurately record the actual distance traveled (m). Over ground gait speed was then calculated by dividing the actual distance traveled by the time elapsed from the start to the stop of three consecutive loops. To further understand the effects of dual-tasking under the different BWS conditions, the dual task cost (DTC) on each of the gait parameters was calculated. The DTC was calculated as ((W-WT/W) × 100). A positive value for GS, SL, and SF and a negative value for ST indicate a decrement in gait parameters while dual-tasking.

Data analysis {#Sec7}
-------------

The fNIR data were processed by an offsite researcher who was uninvolved in data collection and other experimental procedures (i.e., blinded fNIRS data analysis). The data were acquired through the COBI Studio software and processed and analyzed using MATLAB R2014a (The Mathworks, Inc.). The raw data were visually inspected for excessive noise, saturation or dark current conditions. To remove the physiological effects and any additional noise, the raw data were filtered using a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency at 0.14 Hz \[[@CR55]\]. HbO~2~ levels were calculated by using the modified Beer-Lambert law for each of the 16 channels \[[@CR56]\]. Spatiotemporal data from the CueFors 2 software were exported to MATLAB R2014a (The Mathworks, Inc.). Custom MATLAB scripts were used for processing data and exporting to R. The gait parameters that were analyzed in this study included GS, SL, ST, and SF. R, version 3.1.1 \[[@CR57]\] was used to run the statistical analysis with the significance level set at .05. Independent t-tests were run to analyze cohort differences in demographic and behavioral data. A χ^2^ test was used to examine gender differences between the groups. A linear mixed model was used to examine differences between cohort (MS and HOA), task (W and WT) and BWS (NBWS and PBWS) in spatiotemporal gait parameters and HbO~2~ activation levels during the 30 s testing period. The linear mixed models controlled for age and were examined using the *lme4* package in R \[[@CR58]\]. Random intercepts were included: by-individuals, by-BWS, and by-task across optodes. A secondary exploratory analysis was carried out to examine potential confounding factors related to increases in HbO~2,~ such as age, and physical and cognitive function. RBANS, over ground gait speed, and SPPB scores were divided into tertiles and were considered potential predictors for changes in HbO~2~ levels in univariate linear mixed models. To examine any potential correlations between the gait parameters and HbO~2~ levels, Pearson correlations were run. A linear mixed model was used to examine the effect of DTC, cohort, and BWS on each of the gait parameters. Lastly, we examined the relative change in HbO~2~ levels across each task, by examining the change from the first to the last 10 s throughout the course of each 30 s trial (i.e., relative change in HbO~2~ levels = average HbO~2~ value from the last 10 s minus the average from the first 10 s). A linear mixed model was used to examine the effect of task, cohort, and BWS on HbO~2~ levels across time. Data was visually inspected and the assumptions for the linear mixed model test were met. To control for multiple comparisons, post-hoc *t*-tests were carried out using Hochberg's step-up method.

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Overall, the MS cohort was younger (56.2 vs 63.1 years, *p* \< .01) and had lower physical function scores on the SPPB (10.2 vs. 11.6, *p* = .04) when compared to HOA. There were no significant group differences in any of the other demographic measures (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Behavioral data including treadmill gait speed and utterance rate are provided in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} for each task and condition. Based on a linear mixed-effects model, stride length exhibited a significant 7% decrease from NBWS to PBWS conditions (*p* = .01). Additionally, there was an 11% increase in stride length observed in MS when compared to HOA, though it was not statistically significant (*p* = .24). There was a significant two-way interaction in the stride time between BWS conditions and cohort (*p* = .04). MS exhibited slower stride times during the NBWS condition when compared to HOA and PBWS. There were no statistically significant differences observed in gait speed or stride frequency. Results of the DTC on each of the gait parameters are demonstrated on Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. Significant differences across cohorts are consistent with previous literature found where the individuals with MS demonstrated a greater DTC (i.e., slower GS and shorter SL) when compared to HOA (*p* \< .05) \[[@CR28]\]. There was a significant effect on BWS for the DTC on GS, ST, and SF (*p* \< .05); there was a higher DTC during PBWS conditions when compared to NBWS conditions. Lastly, there was a significant two-way interaction between BWS and cohort for the DTC on SL where the MS demonstrated the greatest DTC during PBWS conditions when compared to HOA and NBWS.Table 1Demographics and characteristics of participantsCharacteristicMS (*n* = 10)HOA (*n* = 12)*p*-valueAge (yr)56.2 (5.1)63.1 (4.4)0.004\*\*Sex (\# of females)891.00Height (m)1.69 (0.09)1.7 (0.09)0.85Weight (kg)70.4 (9.6)77.6 (17.99)0.4BMI (%)24.72 (3.83)26.9 (6.23)0.34Higher education (yr)3.85 (2.9)4.9 (3.1)0.41SPPB (0--12)10.2 (1.8)11.6 (.7)0.04\*RBANS (40--160)98.1 (13.43)105.6 (11.3)0.18Overground gait speed (m/s).87 (.22).94 (.12)0.44EDSS (0--10)3.7 (1.6)*Abbreviations MS* Multiple Sclerosis, *HOA* Healthy older adults, *BMI* Body mass index, *SPPB* Short physical performance battery *RBANS* Repeated Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status, *EDSS* Expanded Disability Status ScaleMean (SD) and results from independent *t* test. \*significant difference at *p* \< .05. \*\*significant difference at *p* \< .005 Table 2Summary of primary motor and cognitive performance measuresTreadmill Gait Speed (m/s)WW-PBWSWTWT-PBWSHOA1.00 (.23)1.06 (.29)0.94 (.29)0.93(.20)MS1.06 (.34)1.22 (.34)1.18 (.33)1.17 (.36)*p*-value0.620.270.100.08Utterance Rate (\# correct utterances/time \[s\])TalkingWTWT-PBWSHOA.62 (.19).50 (.18).49 (.18)MS.65 (.17).55 (.14).54 (.12)*p*-value0.660.480.42*Abbreviations W* Walking, *W-PBWS* Walking under partial body weight support, *WT* Walking and talking, *WT-PBWS* Walking and talking under partial body weight support, *HOA* Healthy older adults, *MS* Multiple SclerosisMean (SD) values of treadmill gait speed and utterance rate and results from independent t test grouped by condition Table 3Summary of the dual task cost effects on the gait parametersGS \*, ǂSL ǂ, \#ST\*SF\*NBWSPBWSNBWSPBWSNBWSPBWSNBWSPBWSHOA5.15 (22.12)9.89 (16.07)4.65 (16.09)3.57 (12.99)−2.10 (8.90)−8 (6.04)1.46 (8.73)7.17 (4.97)MS−15.35 (23.09)3.89 (9.26)−14.15 (15.26)−1.35 (5.76)−.22 (8.39)−6.01 (7.88)−.45 (8.94)5.29 (6.25)*Abbreviations GS* Gait speed, *SL* Stride length, *ST* Stride time, *SF* Stride frequency, *MS* Multiple Sclerosis, *HOA* Healthy older adults, *NBWS* No body weight support, *PBWS* Partial body weight supportMean (SD) dual task costs of gait parameters and results from linear mixed-effects model. \* significant difference between BWS at *p* \< .05. ǂ significant difference between cohorts at *p* \< .05. \# significant interaction between BWS and cohort at *p* \< .05

HbO~2~ levels differed significantly between task (*p* \< .001), cohort (*p* \< .001), and BWS conditions (*p* \< .01). In general, HbO~2~ levels were significantly higher under dual-task conditions (i.e., WT vs W), for cohort (i.e., MS vs HOA), and for BWS (i.e., PBWS vs NBWS) conditions. There were significant two-way interactions between: 1) task and cohort (*p* = .03), where MS exhibited larger increases in HbO~2~ levels as task difficulty increased (i.e., during WT) in comparison to HOA; and 2) cohort and BWS (*p* \< .01), where HOA exhibited consistent increases in HbO~2~ levels as PBWS was provided when compared to MS. Lastly, a significant three-way interaction was found between task, cohort, and BWS (*p* \< .01). As seen in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, individuals with MS exhibited significantly higher activation levels during NBWS and WT conditions when compared to HOA. Post hoc results indicated a significant difference (*p* = .05) between the cohorts under the WT-NBWS condition only, which may help explain the significant interaction observed between task and cohort.Fig. 3Oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO~2~) levels during walking (W) and walking while talking (WT) tasks in no body weight support (NBWS) and partial body weight support (PBWS) conditions in older adults with multiple sclerosis (MS) and healthy older adults (HOA). \*Indicates a significant cohort effect (*p*-value \< .05) in Hochberg's post-hoc tests

To rule out factors that have been found to be correlated with increases in HbO~2~ activation levels, a linear mixed model was run with RBANS, over ground gait speed, and SPPB as potential predictors for changes in HbO~2~ levels. There were no significant effects between the potential predictors for increases in activation levels. These tests allowed us to conclude that the increases in activation levels observed within cohorts were not simply due to differences in age, physical function (over ground gait speed and SPPB), or cognitive function (RBANS). There were no significant correlations between any of the gait parameters and the HbO~2~ levels.

The relative change in HbO~2~ levels from the first to the last 10 s of each trial was used to observe any potential plateaus or increases in activation levels across time in each condition. Higher activation levels during the last 10 s compared to the first 10 s of a trial indicated an upregulation in PFC activation levels across the trial. As observed in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, HOA exhibited relative increases across W-NBWS, WT-NBWS, and WT-PBWS trials. In contrast, lower activation levels during the last 10 s when compared to the first 10 s of a trial indicated a downregulation in PFC activation levels across the trial. In Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, this behavior is exhibited in the MS group during W-NBWS, W-PBWS, and WT-NBWS. Lastly, similar levels of activation during the last 10 s when compared to the first 10 s indicate the maintenance of PFC activation levels across the trial. This can be observed in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} in HOA during W-PBWS and in MS during the WT-PBWS trials. Furthermore, these findings exhibited a significant interaction between task, BWS, and cohort across time (*p* \< .001). Surprisingly, as task difficulty increased and PBWS was provided, HOA increased PFC activation across time while MS maintained PFC activation patterns as shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 4Comparison between relative change in oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO~2~) levels during walking (W) and walking while talking (WT) tasks in no body weight support (NBWS) and partial body weight support (PBWS) conditions in older adults with multiple sclerosis (MS) and healthy older adults (HOA). The relative change in HbO~2~ levels was examined using the change from the first to the last 10 s throughout the course of each 30 s trial (i.e., relative change in HbO~2~ levels = average HbO~2~ value from the last 10 s minus the average from the first 10 s). A significant interaction between task, BWS, and cohort across time (*p*-value \< .001) was exhibited from the Hochberg's post-hoc tests

Discussion and conclusions {#Sec9}
==========================

This study examined PFC activation patterns while dual-tasking under the use of PBWS in older adults with and without neurological conditions. Changes in HbO~2~ were measured using fNIRS during a dual-task paradigm and with different BWS conditions. These activation measures were further examined by making comparisons between the single and dual tasks and NBWS and PBWS conditions. The current results demonstrated: 1) activation levels were significantly higher during dual task conditions when compared to single task, 2) MS exhibited significantly higher activation than HOA across all tasks and conditions, 3) in HOA only, activation levels significantly increased as task difficulty increased under PBWS when compared to NBWS conditions, and 4) HOA increased PFC activation during the course of WT conditions while MS were unable to maintain their PFC activation levels across WT conditions, unless provided with PBWS. Taken together, these findings are consistent with previous literature examining PFC activation patterns during dual-tasking and shed light on the potential benefits that individuals with MS can gain from a single session of PBWS under dual-task conditions.

The use of PBWS was implemented in this study to examine if decreasing the physical load on individuals would alter the attentional demands required while dual-tasking and thus lead to changes in PFC activation levels. Overall, there was a significant three-way interaction between task, cohort, and BWS (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) where MS exhibited higher PFC activation levels during NBWS and WT conditions when compared to HOA. Similar results have been observed in MS while dual-tasking during over ground walking \[[@CR46]\]. Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the relative change in PFC activation across the trial (i.e., comparing the last ten seconds to the first ten seconds of the trial), and allows us to gain a better understanding of the PFC activation during the trials across the cohorts (see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The down regulation observed in MS during the W trials and WT-NBWS can be indicative of an inability to activate enough PFC activation patterns to maintain task performance. Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} illustrated the lower mean HbO~2~ levels in MS during these trials and thus helps iterate the behavior exhibited in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The individuals with MS, a group that showed significantly lower physical function scores (see SPPB scores on Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) when compared to their healthy counterparts, demonstrated the least amount of change and thus demonstrated an ability to maintain PFC activation only during WT-PBWS, when compared to all other trials. Thus, this behavior indicates that when asked to dual-task, persons with MS are able to recruit and maintain PFC activation levels so as to maintain similar task performance when they are introduced to a tool that assisted them with their walking and decreased the physical load on them. These findings suggest that the use of PBWS may cause a therapeutic effect, which allows individuals with limitations in physical function to maintain their PFC activation levels. The observed maintenance of PFC activation levels under WT-PBWS conditions furthers the motivation for implementing PBWS in individuals with physical impairments. Meanwhile, during WT-PBWS, HOA demonstrated relative increases in PFC activation across the trial. In a healthy sample, perhaps implementing a new tool such as that as PBWS can cause a detrimental effect and hinder their automatic walking processes. Thus, leading to decreases in automaticity which can be reflected by the need to recruit more resources and increase activation throughout the WT-PBWS trial, as was seen in HOA in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.

Overall, higher PFC activation levels were observed during a single session of PBWS, relative to NBWS conditions. Possible explanations for increases in PFC activation patterns under PBWS could be due to the novel set-up and function of the treadmill. Along with being supported by the harness at 30% of the weight, the self-paced functionality is something the participants had never been exposed to and required learning. Though training was provided beforehand, it is possible that there was insufficient training to capture natural automatic behavior. Studies have established differences in activation patterns when it comes to automaticity and learning a new task. Newly learned tasks have been found to be correlated with increases in activation while overlearned task performance has no activation \[[@CR59]--[@CR61]\]. A task is referred to being automatic when it is overlearned and is not influenced by the performance of a secondary task \[[@CR62]\], or does not cause a significant increase in PFC activation levels \[[@CR63]\]. Furthermore, the significant differences observed in the DTC of GS, ST, and SF (i.e.: participants walked slower, had a slower stride time, and lower stride frequency) during PBWS conditions when compared to NBWS helps further explain this behavior. In this study, the novel task of walking on a self-paced treadmill as well as using PBWS was a new condition to learn and was not automatic which may help explain the increases in PFC activation levels across all trials in both cohorts and the higher DTC under PBWS. Surprisingly, HOA exhibited higher PFC activation levels during WT-PBWS conditions, which could be partly explained by a decreased automaticity in the control of self-paced treadmill walking.

The increases in PFC activation observed when dual-tasking (i.e., from W to WT) are consistent with previous studies examining older adults \[[@CR42], [@CR64], [@CR65]\], individuals with Mild Cognitive Impairment \[[@CR40]\], and stroke \[[@CR66]\]. Due to the higher cognitive loads required to dual-task, HOA exhibit increases in activation patterns when compared to healthy younger adults \[[@CR67]\]. This behavior in PFC activation has been explained by two main theories. The Compensation-Related Utilization of Neural Circuits Hypothesis (CRUNCH) explains that due to less efficient neural processing, older adults need to compensate and recruit more areas of the brain than younger adults to maintain task performance at high levels of cognitive demands, which leads to increased brain activation \[[@CR67]\]. The neural inefficiency model explains the need for older adults to activate the same areas of the brain to a higher degree than younger adults to maintain a similar level of cognitive performance \[[@CR68]\]. Lastly, these findings were consistent with studies examining fMRI where individuals with MS exhibited greater cortical activation (i.e., BOLD) when compared to healthy controls \[[@CR69]\] and recruited more areas \[[@CR70], [@CR71]\] for a given task. Based upon this knowledge, it was hypothesized that persons with MS would need to recruit more areas of the brain and activate more to be able to dual-task and thus demonstrate higher PFC activation levels when compared to HOA.

In this study, MS participants exhibited higher activation patterns in all conditions (i.e., task and BWS) when compared to HOA. Due to the attentional problems associated with MS \[[@CR72]\], the CRUNCH and neural inefficiency models would help explain why persons with MS recruit more areas of the brain in order to perform the same task as HOA. It is important to note though, that in this study there were no significant differences observed in cognitive status as measured by the RBANS. Thus, in this study, the increase in PFC activation observed in MS when compared to HOA can alternatively be explained by the decreased physical function observed. Due to the significantly lower physical function scores (i.e., SPPB), it can be concluded that MS demonstrated slower walking speeds, chair stands, or lower balance scores when compared to HOA and thus can indicate the need to recruit or activate more of the PFC to maintain dual-task performance. Furthermore, the significant difference in the DTC of GS and SL across cohorts demonstrating that MS had greater decrements in their gait (i.e., walked slower and had smaller stride lengths) while dual-tasking when compared to HOA can further explain this behavior. Increases in activation observed in older adults have been positively correlated to faster walking speeds \[[@CR73]\]. The non-significant correlations found between treadmill gait speed and PFC activation levels eliminate this potential explanation for increases in PFC activation observed in MS. In addition, other potential predictors for increases in HbO~2~ such as age, over ground gait speed, and cognitive function (RBANS) were not found to have a significant effect.

This study is not without limitations. The small sample size recruited for this study did not allow us to make general recommendations representing the MS community. Due to the large amount of statistical analyses that were done within this study, there is the possibility that Type I errors exist. The non-homogenous sample (i.e., significant differences in age) collected may have led to the differences observed in activation levels between the cohorts. Future studies should focus on examining a larger sample size with similar ages to allow examination of PFC activation related to neurological disability. It is important to recognize that the control of locomotion is dependent on numerous brain regions and not just the PFC \[[@CR74]--[@CR76]\]. Thus, only examining the PFC in this study is a limitation. In this study, the fact that the tasks (i.e., W and WT) were pseudorandomized for each participant but the BWS conditions were not (i.e., NBWS conditions were done before the PBWS) would not help explain the differences observed in oxygenation levels across these conditions. As seen in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, only the HOA increased activation during the WT trials from NBWS to PBWS. Possible explanations for not observing the hypothesized effects under PBWS may have been due to the insufficient amount of training the participants received with PBWS and on the ability to self-pace walk. Future studies should focus on more training time with novel functions such as self-paced walking and the use of PBWS to allow individuals to feel more comfortable under this novel function and thus exhibit more naturalistic walking behaviors and impact PFC activation patterns differently. Lastly, because this was a cross-sectional design study, it is important to note that the amount of time spent under PBWS conditions might have been insufficient to capture any significant positive effects on PFC due to the use of PBWS. Future studies should perhaps focus on an intervention using PBWS to examine the benefits associated with PBWS and dual-tasking. Due to the nature of the aims of this study, analysis on treadmill gait speed across the different conditions were not examined. In addition, future studies examining the potential benefits of PBWS should consider counterbalanced designs or fixed-sequence designs (e.g., NBWS, PBWS, NBWS) to examine learning or familiarization confounds in greater depth.

This was the first study to date to examine the effect of PBWS on PFC activation patterns while dual-tasking in older adults with and without MS. Findings exhibited that while HOA increased PFC activation when performing under PBWS vs NBWS, individuals with MS were able to maintain PFC activation levels. These findings may suggest that the use of PBWS can serve as a therapeutic tool for individuals with neurological conditions. PBWS conditions allowed for the maintenance of PFC activation patterns in MS which does not lead to an overexertion of physical demands and thus might translate to reducing the risk of falls while dual-tasking. Findings examining the PFC activation patterns while dual-tasking in individuals with neurological conditions exhibited that MS had higher PFC activation patterns across tasks and BWS conditions when compared to the HOA. These findings suggest that due to the physical impairments associated with MS, increases in PFC activation are observed and shine light on the importance for clinicians to implement more physically-based rehabilitation in individuals with MS. Having lower physical function can lead to decreases in PFC activation, which may ultimately lead to a decrease in the risk of falls while dual-tasking.
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HOA

:   Healthy older adults

MS

:   Multiple Sclerosis

NBWS

:   No partial body weight support

PBWS

:   Partial body weight support

PFC

:   Prefrontal cortex

RBANS

:   Repeated Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status

SPPB

:   Short Physical Performance Battery

TICS-M

:   Telephone Interview for Cognitive Status

W

:   Walking

WT

:   Walking and talking

WT-NBWS

:   Walking under no body weight support

WT-PBWS

:   Walking and talking under partial body weight support
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